A microfluidic toolbox for accelerated development of biocatalytic processes has great potential. This is especially the case for the development of advanced biocatalytic process concepts, where reactors and product separation methods are closely linked together to intensify the process performance, e.g., by the use of in-situ product removal (ISPR). This review provides a general overview of currently available tools in a microfluidic toolbox and how this toolbox can be applied to the development of advanced biocatalytic process concepts. Emphasis is placed on describing the possibilities and advantages of the microfluidic toolbox that are difficult to achieve with conventional batch-processbased technologies. Application of this microfluidic toolbox will potentially make it possible to intensify biocatalytic reactions and thereby facilitate the development towards novel and advanced biocatalytic processes, which in many cases have proven too difficult in conventional batch equipment.
Introduction
Today, several hundred industrial processes apply biocatalysis in the production of fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Furthermore, there is an ever increasing academic and industrial interest in new biocatalytic processes, a development that is driven by the need for selective and efficient organic synthesis [9] [10] [11] [12] . Central to the application of biocatalysis for synthetically useful chemistry is that high selectivity and efficiency are realized under mild reaction conditions [11, 13, 14] . However, from nature's perspective, biocatalysts have evolved to efficiently facilitate the conversion of natural substrates under dilute conditions [10] . Consequently, the biggest challenge in the development of new biocatalytic processes, operating at industrially relevant concentrations, is to modify the biocatalyst and the process concept in such a way as to ensure economic feasibility for the conversion of nonnatural substrates [15, 16] .
The focus in this work is on the development of advanced biocatalytic process concepts, such as in-situ product removal (ISPR) concepts, applying a microfluidic toolbox in the development and testing of such concepts. A microfluidic toolbox consists of currently available microfluidic unit operations, general equipment and software, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3. The microfluidic toolbox is an obvious available technology for development of ISPR concepts as it enables testing of advanced process concepts that are difficult at best with conventional batch technologies as emphasized in this work. Furthermore, the microfluidic toolbox offers the opportunity to achieve rapid and parallelized testing and, thus, makes it possible to generate the required data to support the process design and development.
It is important to emphasize that it is indeed possible to improve the performance of biocatalysts, e.g., by protein engineering strategies, to operate under industrially relevant reaction conditions [1, [17] [18] [19] . However, challenges such as inhibitory and/or toxic effects from products are more difficult to overcome by protein engineering, especially if it has to be overcome in a timely manner [14] . Moreover, challenges such as unfavorable thermodynamics and unstable product(s) cannot be resolved by protein engineering. Hence, many biocatalytic processes will benefit from alternative process concepts, where the biocatalyst is relieved of productrelated limitations by continuously removing the product while the reaction proceeds. As an example, this can be achieved by linking the biocatalytic reaction with the primary product recovery steps to intensify the process ( Figure 1 ). This linkage is termed insitu product (ISPR) and/or in-situ coproduct removal (IScPR) in the scientific literature (Fact box 1) [20] . Development and testing of such ISPR/IScPR process concepts is challenging with conventional batch-type experiments. In batch-process-based technologies, everything is conceptually combined in a vessel, making it challenging to differentiate the effects of the biocatalyst from effects of the separation and the integration of the two. Furthermore, conventional batch-type experiments are based on extensive manual handling, causing it to be too labor intensive to execute many experiments. This is where a microfluidic toolbox can provide distinct benefits for the development of such processes, because the application of microfluidic modules will make it possible to compartmentalize the different process steps in ISPR/ IScPR strategies during testing. Hence, it will be possible to assess the impact of linking the different process steps and identify the achievable process intensity. This paper will focus on how a microfluidic toolbox can aid in the development of ISPR concepts for processes based on biocatalysis, to test process concepts that are otherwise difficult to test with conventional batch type experiments. This work is summarizing a relatively narrow application area of the currently available microfluidic toolbox, i.e., development and testing of ISPR concepts in biocatalysis focused on enzymatic catalyzed reactions. However, it is important to emphasize that the concept of combining microfluidic modules for testing process configurations is adaptable to other areas of biocatalysis, e.g., ISPR development for fermentation-based processes. Furthermore, the whole concept of linking and testing multiple process steps in combination is inspired by the advances made in the research area of flow chemistry, where continuous-flow synthesis exploits such combination of microfluidic process steps [21-23].
ISPR in Biocatalysis
Despite the increasing number of biocatalytic processes applied in industry, there are still many highly relevant biocatalytic processes that are not yet implemented. The main reasons are linked with the commercial need for relatively high product concentrations that influence the biocatalyst significantly and thereby challenge the economic feasibility of the processes [24, 25] . For example, increased product titers will cause inhibition, side-reactions, and toxic effects and thereby dictate the efficiency of the process. Hence, implementation of ISPR strategies for such processes, for the continuous removal and concentration of product(s) during operation, will be beneficial as it will minimize those effects and intensify the overall process. The intensification of the overall process is dictated by how efficiently the reaction conditions can be controlled by the ISPR strategy. Important to emphasize is that ISPR implementation will not change the requirements of the overall process to fulfill specific metrics for economic feasibility. For example, it will still be required to reach specific overall process targets exiting the ISPR configuration, such as certain product titers ( g P =L ), reaction yield (%), biocatalyst yield g P =g biocat ð ), or space-time yields (STY) g P =L=h ð ) [26] . High product titers exiting the ISPR configuration are important in terms of how costly the following DSP will be. In cases where IScPR is implemented, then the outlet stream containing the coproduct does not necessarily need to have a high titer, as it only sometimes will be required to recover the coproduct. 2.1. ISPR Separation Strategies. The choice of ISPR separation strategy is commonly based upon exploiting differences in the physicochemical properties of the involved reaction species [26] . Thus, one approach is to exploit conventional separation principles as ISPR/IScPR strategies, which is closely linked to the DSP. The interest in this article is to apply microfluidic modules in order to link reaction and downstream processing steps in biocatalytic processes. Another approach is to perform the separation based upon cascade reactions [27] [28] [29] , i.e., the ISPR/IScPR strategy is dependent on multiple reactions that are performed simultaneously, which is outside the scope of this article.
Some of the most commonly exploited physicochemical differences in DSP and ISPR strategies, based on conventional separation principles, are listed in Table 1 [24, 25, 30, 31] . Also indicated in the table are commonly applied unit operations that exploit these indicated differences in physicochemical properties as separation principle. The listed unit operations give a good indication of different microfluidic separation modules that are required in a microfluidic toolbox to quickly assess and test various ISPR options. In terms of separating and recycling of the biocatalyst, if required, size differences are often exploited, i.e., filtration or membrane-based separation [32, 33] . There are of course also more complex examples where a combination of several differences in physicochemical properties is exploited to separate compounds from complex reaction mixtures [34] . These differences are case dependent, which makes the choice and options of suitable ISPR strategies case specific. Furthermore, any microfluidic toolbox needs to provide similar flexibility as batch-process-based technologies. Batch-process-based technologies offer the advantage of being flexible, making it easy to perform simple ISPR relevant screening and characterization experiments. In addition, when applying technologies such as well plates, a relatively high throughput can be achieved [35] . It is therefore essential that any microfluidic toolbox is flexible, enables easy testing and high throughput of different DSP and ISPR options to be competitive. However, an additional advantage of applying a microfluidic toolbox for such testing is that the reaction and separation steps can be compartmentalized in the testing. In many cases, this is not possible in batch-process-based technologies, where all is combined in a single vessel.
In Table 2 , examples are presented of different biocatalytic applications where ISPR is considered as a means to overcome the apparent product-related challenges. It is pointed out in the table how the implementation of various ISPR strategies in relation to the different examples benefits the overall processes. Even though the examples solely focus on enzyme-catalysis-based applications in relation to the pharmaceutical industry, the ISPR strategies are also highly relevant to other biocatalytic applications [30] , e.g., in many fermentation-based processes [25, 34, 36] . Hence, the examples demonstrate the current and future value of ISPR technologies, in an era with increasing focus on implementing biocatalysis in the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industries.
2.2. Challenges. Although there are many examples of biocatalytic processes considering ISPR strategies, based on conventional separation principles at a laboratory scale, it is not common that such strategies are implemented at industrial scale. This is to some extent caused by increased process complexity when adding on an ISPR strategy, which (often) makes it challenging to justify industrial scale implementation [24, 25] . Hence, the major challenge for increased industrial implementation of ISPR process concepts is ensuring in-depth understanding of the overall gain, in terms of process intensification and economic feasibility, from such implementation [25] . Furthermore, it is important that ISPR strategies enable long term robustness and stability [25] . Therefore, the identification, development, and optimization of the most suitable ISPR strategy require extensive testing. For example, it is required to characterize the biocatalytic reactor and separation steps, while at the same time evaluating how these steps can be linked together in an optimal manner. All these elements need to be investigated in detail in order to make reliable predictions of the impact of implementing ISPR strategies and if pursuing such process strategies can be economically justified [30] . Such in-depth knowledge will also allow identifying the limitations of various ISPR strategies. Common limitations of different ISPR strategies can be related to the selectivity, kinetics, capacity, and compatibility (in relation to the biocatalyst and operational conditions). Hence, applying state of the art technologies, such as a microfluidic toolbox, that enable rapid characterization, will assist the development of such processes and potentially make it easier and faster to develop new biocatalytic processes. Therefore, we suggest that a microfluidic toolbox could be a good technology to help extensive investigations and developing ISPR process concepts, which will enable the required in-depth understanding of this complexity. Thus, it will facilitate reliable predictions of the process performance and overall gain from the implementation. Additionally, this in-depth understanding will enable better economic assessment of such process concepts.
A Microfluidic Toolbox for ISPR Development
Microfluidic devices have found widespread applications in the area of organic synthesis, for development of novel synthesis methods and routes [37, 38] . In some cases, they have also been used for actual manufacturing of fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals [37, 39, 40] . The aim here is to highlight how that knowledge can be transferred and applied to the development of intensified biocatalytic processes exploiting ISPR concepts and principles.
3.1. A Microfluidic Toolbox. The research area of microfluidics has developed tremendously in recent years, and the technology is today relatively mature [37] . Consequently, a large number of microfluidic modules with dedicated functions and features have become readily available covering a multitude of applications, i.e., a microfluidic toolbox. The microfluidic toolbox consists of commercially available and custom-made microfluidic tubes, modules, and/ or chips applicable for facilitating, for example reactions, mixing, and separations [21, 41] . Moreover, specific modules for detection of the concentration of compounds of interest can also be inserted directly in the microfluidic process configuration.
The development of microfluidic separation modules is of great importance when considering applying the microfluidic toolbox for development of ISPR strategies in biocatalysis. Furthermore, it is a tremendous advantage to apply user-friendly computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software tools, which perform well under laminar flow conditions, in combination with microfluidics. In particular, such software tools are combined with kinetic models for the microfluidic reactors and/or separation modules, which leads to virtual experimentation and the possibility to optimize the configuration of the microfluidic modules [42] . Examples of elements in the microfluidic toolbox of high relevance for biocatalytic process development cover the following:
• Standard equipment: A key element in the microfluidic toolbox is the standard equipment surrounding the microfluidic modules, i.e., tubing, pumps, connectors, mixers, valves, pressure regulators, etc. [22, 37, 43, 44] . Many different options are commercially available for each of these types of equipment, which is a clear advantage. For example, it is possible to purchase various valves, connectors, and tubes in different dimensions and materials, e.g., polymers, glass, and/or metals [22, 43] . In many cases, one operates microfluidic systems with syringe pumps, but it is also possible to apply microfluidic piston pumps, gear pumps, membrane pumps, and peristaltic pumps [43] . Hence, the microfluidic toolbox requires a small investment in such standard equipment unless a customized solution is required/developed.
• Reactors: In terms of microfluidic biocatalytic reactors, a vast number of options have been tested and developed, which have been reviewed by Bolivar and Nidetzky [45] and by Wohlgemuth and coworkers [20] . For example, it is possible to operate tube-and/or chip-based reactors with biocatalysts free in suspension as either free enzyme [46, 47] , crude cell lysate [20, 48] , or whole cells [49] . Alternatively, different immobilization forms, such as entrapment in porous particles, cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs) [45] , and immobilization on solid particles [49] [50] [51] [52] and on the reactor surface [53] , can be applied in tubes, chips, and/or packed-bed reactors. Thereby, microfluidic reactors have proven to be highly versatile in terms of testing numerous biocatalytic application forms.
It is important to point out that the continuous-flow nature of microfluidics makes this technology suitable for development of continuous process concepts [38, 54, 55] . Continuous processes are recognized to give benefits such as reduced down-times, increased space-time yields, steadystate operation, improved heat, and mass transfer control, to name a few [56] [57] [58] . However, not all processes are suited to be operated in continuous modes [21] . Therefore, it is important to emphasize that application of microfluidic reactors for process development is not restricted to continuous applications [59] , which again demonstrates the versatility of the microfluidic toolbox.
In terms of developing ISPR process strategies, then this flexibility of operating the microfluidic biocatalytic reactors in various operating modes and with various biocatalyst formulations is valuable. For example, it gives the possibility to test different ISPR operating modes such as deciding if the biocatalyst should be operated with or without direct contact with the separation step(s). Furthermore, this flexibility gives a unique benefit in terms of being able to quickly switch between testing various formulation options and how the formulation impacts the choice of ISPR strategies.
• Separators: Application of micro-and mesoscale devices for downstream processing also forms a very useful element in the toolbox. The main advantages are associated with the easy integration of such processes in the overall process architecture, which leads to the minimization of potentially wasted time, reagents, and equipment. ISPR in biotechnological applications can therefore be tested more rapidly and thoroughly. The separation modules are commonly based on the fundamental principles in separations, i.e., differences in volatility, charge, solubility, or hydrophobicity, which are all important for testing ISPR concepts as pointed out in Section 2.1.
-Volatility: Volatility is a very applicable phenomenon in the microscale. It has been widely used for analytical and preparative separations of mixtures in continuous mode [60] . Examples can be found in the food industry, such as a highly selective on-line volatilization for continuous removal of SO 2 from wine [61] , rapid determination of fluoride [62] , or rapidly increasing concentration of electrolytes [63] . Moreover, successful separation of two miscible liquids was performed by Wootton and coworkers [64] , who managed to perform evaporation at temperatures that are even below the boiling points of the tested solvents. Assistance of membranes could additionally improve selectivity [65] and enable continuity in multistep processes [66] . Plenty of relevant applications have also been summarized by Hartman and coworkers [67] , who emphasized the advantages of the application of such small devices at the microscale level. In addition, Salmon and coworkers [68] report the simplicity of mathematical modeling when such devices are considered. Focusing on biotechnological applications, it is important to note that Cooney and coworkers [69] performed rapid determination of stereo-specificity in the analysis of inosine monophosphate (IMP) dehydrogenase. In terms of developing ISPR strategies, then these various microfluidic modules can be applied to test ISPR options that are based on differences in volatility. For example, in Table 2 , it is pointed out that amine transaminases can benefit from ISPR options based on differences in volatility. Therefore, in such cases, it will be highly relevant to apply microfluidic modules to test stripping and/or pervaporationbased ISPR options for the continuous removal of volatile compounds. -Charge: Charge is a phenomenon that is widely applicable in biotechnological applications. For example, electrophoresis is often applied for screening procedures of enzyme inhibitors [70] or for achieving separation of proteins [71] .
Advantages of using such devices for electrophoresis are linked to easier automation of processes, which leads to a high degree of process integration in biological systems [72] . Excellent reviews by Giles and coworkers [73] , Khandurina and coworkers [74], Figeys and coworkers [75] , and Guihen [76] have documented the developments in this area. Furthermore, it is possible to test ion exchange and dialysis methods in microfluidic modules, which are especially important when considering potential ISPR options for biocatalytic processes. For example, in Table 2 , examples were given where monoamine oxidases and amine transaminases could benefit from ISPR strategies based on charge differences. -Solubility: Very reliable extraction processes could be performed by applying such phenomena in microscale devices. For instance, Robins and coworkers [77] managed to effectively extract Fe III between aqueous and water phases whereas Kirschneck and coworkers [78] performed rapid transfer of acetone between water and hexane. A combination of different extraction modules could also be applied and was reported by Li and coworkers [79] , who combined dispersive liquid-liquid microextraction with single drop microextraction for fast determination of chlorophenols. In this way, a highspeed, simple, and efficient method was achieved for sample preparation. Focusing on biotechnological applications, Ekström and coworkers [80] successfully tested extraction at the microscale for purification and increasing concentrations of sample solutions as a preparation for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-offlight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS). A range of microextraction applications was also summarized by Yan and coworkers [81] . Such microfluidic modules are important elements in testing ISPR strategies as well. For example, most of the examples highlighted in Table 2 are considering liquid-liquid extraction. Furthermore, differences in solubility can be applied to test ISPR strategies based on crystallization, which could be highly relevant for development of some ISPR strategies for fermentations [36] .
-Hydrophobicity: The last phenomenon considered here is hydrophobicity. Differences in hydrophobicity are useful for liquid-liquid separations and solid-phase extractions. Focusing on liquid-liquid separations, a very rapid, simple, and robust method could be developed for separating two immiscible liquids. CerveraPadrell and coworkers [82] performed successful separation of toluene and water by applying a suitable PTFE membrane at microscale. Li and coworkers [83] designed a more sophisticated setup that continuously recycled homogeneous palladium catalyst by applying liquid-liquid phase separation and permeable membranes. In this way, a continuous process could be established with a higher interface area/volume ratio and reduced diffusion distances compared to conventional processes [84, 85] . Likewise, solid-phase extraction operations are frequently applied in biotechnological processes. For instance, Bechtold and coworkers [86] avoided thermodynamic limitations by establishing insitu product removal whereas Shieh and coworkers [87] performed successful selective separation of products in the hydrolysis of lactose by Aspergillus oryzae. The selective permeability of membranes was applied here as well such as in-and ex-situ product removal in the Knoevenagel condensation reaction [88] , where a Pdmembrane was used for catalytic dehydrogenation of cyclohexane [89] . For the development of ISPR strategies, then differences in hydrophobicity can be applied to put in place phase separation modules, giving some beneficial features for the development of ISPR strategies based on continuous liquid-liquid extraction (LLE). Furthermore, it also gives testing possibilities in terms of testing extraction with hydrophobic resins as another example. The microfluidic toolbox has the advantage that a combination of separation technologies in microscale devices can also be applied relatively straightforwardly, i.e., giving high flexibility for testing ISPR options. Du and coworkers [90] combined solid-phase extraction, distillation and extraction in order to prepare samples for GC-MS. A detailed review about different microseparation approaches of fluid systems was made by Kenig and coworkers [91] . The strength of having various microfluidic modules operated in combination as individual modules is that it provides high flexibility to quickly modify and change the different process steps. For example, it makes it easy to change the dimensions of the separation relative to the reactor and/or replace the reactor/separation modules when testing different ISPR concepts for different processes, which will be discussed further in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
• Detectors: An important development in the microfluidic toolbox is the possibility to implement a large number of different detection methods to monitor the progress of microfluidic systems. For example, many standard analytical methods, such as fluorescent measurements, UV spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, NMR, HPLC and MS have successfully been implemented with microfluidic systems [92] . Figure 2 shows an example of a custom-made microfluidic chip with integrated biosensor spots based on fluorescence. Implementation of in-line and on-line detection methods is important in microfluidic systems since it facilitates detection with small sample volumes, increased experimental throughput, and reduces manual labor, i.e., no manual sampling and work-up is required [92] . Additionally, it is important to have microscale experiments with dynamic data, i.e., on-line/inline data and not end point measurements, which is often the case with batch experiments. Furthermore, on-line/in-line measurement methods will open up for the possibility to have fully automated experimental setups in terms of data acquisition and interpretation [92] . Integration of sensors is especially important when testing complex process concepts such as ISPR strategies in biocatalysis, as it will enable high-resolution data and minimize disruptions caused by manual sampling. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that the application of soft sensors to predict additional variables of interest enables the use of mechanistic models and parameter estimation on the data in order to validate the models and the experimental setup [93] .
Advantages of a Microfluidic
Toolbox. There are numerous benefits and key features associated with the application of microfluidic modules [37, 45, 92, [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] . Some of these benefits and features are essential for the development and testing of ISPR/IScPR process concepts in an easy, fast and reliable manner (Fact box 2) .
Easy combination of different modules makes the microfluidic toolbox highly flexible for testing various combinations of reactors and separation modules [52, 99] . Additionally, this flexibility allows the user to investigate numerous process options and concepts in detail, using only small quantities of the available resources. The low resource consumption per experiment is a clear advantage, as it can be costly to produce the small quantities of biocatalyst required for screening purposes. Furthermore, combining microfluidic modules enables separate operation of the reactor and separation, and to link them simply by introducing recycling streams between the modules (see Figure 1) . The modules can also be combined into dedicated single modules if required, i.e., lab-ona-chip concept [100] .
Another important feature of a microfluidic toolbox is the automated interface, e.g., pressure driven pumps control liquid flow in the modules [100] , which reduces manual labor during experiments. Implementation of on-line and/or in-line monitoring will furthermore make it possible to operate the microfluidic modules fully automatic [92] , i.e., no/minimal manual sample handling is required during experiments. This will ultimately result in high throughput testing and improved reproducibility along with developing detailed knowledge of the tested process concepts [94] . The large surface-to-volume ratio and small characteristic length scales in microfluidic channels enable fast mass transfer, which is important for ISPR/IScPR applications [20] . The fast mass transfer in microfluidics allows equilibrium to be reached in a short time. Hence, this ensures fast removal of unstable, inhibitory and/or toxic products, and thereby minimizes product losses and reduced biocatalyst performance.
3.3. Plug-and-Play Microfluidics. The concept of combining microfluidic modules to test promising and novel process concepts is one of the key benefits of a microfluidic toolbox and can be referred to as plug-and-play microfluidics [20] . The concept of applying microfluidic modules in a plug-and-play manner for testing multi-step processes is not new, and creating a framework for such modularization has been emphasized a number of times in the past [98, 99, [101] [102] [103] . However, applications of microfluidic modules in a plug-and-play manner for biocatalytic applications to date have only been attempted a few times [46, 104, 105] . The plug-and-play concept allows to test and characterize the required microfluidic modules for a specific application both individually and in combination [104] . Furthermore, generic solutions can be integrated into a single chip solution (see Figure 3) . Figure 4 provides an example of a commercially available plug-and-play microfluidic test platform.
There are several benefits of applying the microfluidic plugand-play concept for testing ISPR/IScPR options in biocatalysis compared to conventional batch testing. For example, this gives a distinct advantage compared to batch operation for ISPR testing, as it is possible to integrate multiple separation steps and reactors in a variety of ways, i.e., compartmentalization of the different process steps. In batch operations, the integration is done in a single vessel, making it challenging to compartmentalize the different steps and thereby difficult to get in-depth understanding of the limitations of the tested processes. Furthermore, compartmentalizing the different process steps is not only valuable for testing ISPR concepts but also important for processes that do not require an ISPR concept. For example, the precise control of fluids in microfluidic systems gives an advantage compared to batch testing as it is easier to separate the reaction from the separation and vice versa. Furthermore, such control makes it possible to regenerate/replace the separation material/solution during operation in an easy and potentially automated manner compared to batch.
Reservoirs for Microfluidic Recycling
A challenge in the implementation and testing of ISPR options applying microfluidic modules in combination is the recycling of streams. A simple solution is to recycle streams using reservoirs, where the applied pumps can pump from/to during operation (see Figure 3) . However, the application of reservoirs will significantly increase the required volume for (plug-and-play). Shown with permission from microfluidic ChipShop GmbH testing, as some pumps require a certain volume in the reservoir to operate. For example, automatically operated syringe pumps will remove a volume corresponding to the applied syringe volume every time the pump refills. Hence, the reservoir needs a certain volume not to empty, draw in air, or cause vacuum. Furthermore, increasing reservoir volume will increase the ISPR system response times and thereby affect the experimental volume and throughput. Especially, the increased response times can be an issue, as it will require the system to operate with excessive recycles relative to the throughput to test the impact of removing product(s) during the reaction course efficiently. Despite the obvious drawback of large reservoir volumes, e.g., 1 mL, then it is difficult to avoid reservoirs in the ISPR process development phase, where it is required to have flexibility to rapidly modify process configurations to find the most feasible options. This flexibility can be maintained by combining the microfluidic modules through recycling from reservoirs.
On the other hand, when suitable ISPR options are identified, it is possible to design dedicated microfluidic chips, where the reaction and separation steps are directly linked and thereby the need for reservoirs can potentially be avoided if no streams need to be recycled. Additionally, with dedicated chips, it is possible to integrate the reaction and separation steps completely, which is essential in cases where excessive recycling is required to be efficient. Dedicated solutions in many cases will be the aim after initial plug-and-play testing, for extensive testing of the system, e.g., in cases where the most feasible solution has been identified from test systems with larger reservoirs. Also, dedicated solutions are required when fully integrated ISPR solutions are required, as it is the only way to ensure sufficient separation response times relative to the reaction course. Furthermore, the direct linkage of the reaction and separation makes it possible to operate the system in countercurrent mode, which can be beneficial for various applications [23, 103, 106] . However, if the applied separation method is not highly selective, it will cause significant substrate losses during operation in the dedicated solutions, i.e., due to simultaneous substrate removal. If the solubility of the substrate is low in the reaction phase, it can be beneficial to consider substrate feeding strategies from the applied separation phase. However, such applications will potentially require streams to be recycled to ensure high enough yield in the reaction. Another challenge of the dedicated solution is that it is still required to perform individual tests of the different modules in the considered ISPR strategy. Testing of the individual modules is required to identify the performance of each step and apply this knowledge to develop reliable models needed to identify the achievable gain of different potentially feasible ISPR strategies.
Conclusion and Future Outlook
Benefits of applying a currently available microfluidic toolbox for the development of advanced and intensified biocatalytic processes exploiting in-situ product removal (ISPR) strategies have been identified. The toolbox ultimately makes it possible to support the development of novel and efficient biocatalytic processes, which are operationally and economically challenged in conventional batch type processes. Additionally, it was emphasized that a microfluidic toolbox will make it possible to consider advanced biocatalytic process concepts that are otherwise difficult to test and operate with conventional batch-based concepts. Microfluidics is a relatively mature technology, and thereby the currently available microfluidic toolbox provides considerable flexibility to test different reactor types and separation methods in combination in an easy manner. Furthermore, the low resource consumption required to perform experiments, in combination with the automated microfluidic interface, facilitates extensive and fast testing and thereby increases process knowledge. This extended knowledge base is essential for setting targets for the further development of the process and biocatalyst to reach economic feasibility requirements. Thereby, besides supporting the development of novel and advanced biocatalytic processes, the currently available microfluidic toolbox also has the potential to accelerate the process development.
